
INSTRUCTIONS
Item 01250

The Lodge Square Dome Tent
Thank you for purchasing this Texsport tent. Please read and understand each step of the set-up instructions. We encourage you to set-up this tent
at least once prior to your camping trip, ensuring that you have a satisfactory understanding of the set-up process. We hope you enjoy your new
tent and that it will give you many years of camping pleasure. 

Do not apply excessive force to this product.

PARTS LIST:

A ......Tent skin
B ......Rainfly
C ......2 Long end poles
D ......2 Short end poles
E ......2 Long pin tip poles
F ......2 Short pin tip poles

G......2 Sets of tent poles
H......2 Short middle poles
I ......2 Long middle poles
J ......Stakes, clews, and guy rope

NOTE:
Prepare your camp site by removing all sharp
stones, twigs, etc. The site should be flat and have
no depressions that could collect rain water.
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STEP 1 - Spread out tent skin. STEP 2 - Assemble the tent poles (G)
and insert through the tent sleeves.

STEP 3 - Your poles should form an X
as shown above.

STEP 5 - Insert the pin and ring into the
tent poles on all 4 corners.

STEP 4 - Use toggle on the top to se-
cure tent poles.

STEP 6 - This is what your tent should
like.

DANGER: DO NOT RUN THE MOTOR OF THE VEHICLE THAT THIS TENT IS ATTACHED TO.
THIS CAN CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH FROM CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING.
TO AVOID SERIOUS BURNS OR DAMAGE TO THE TENT FABRIC WAIT AT LEAST ONE HOUR
FOR EXHAUST PIPE TO COOL BEFORE ATTACHING TO SUV.



STEP 7 - Drape the rainfly over tent
with the awning over the front door.
Secure by attaching hook into tabs on
skin as shown above.

STEP 9 - This is what your tent should
like with the rainfly on.

STEP 8 - Attach velcro to poles to 
secure rainfly.

STEP 13 - Insert the pin of the assem-
bled awning pole into the grommet of
the awning as shown.

STEP 14 - Wrap a section of guy rope
around the pin of the pole.

STEP 15 - Stake down the other end
with the loop.

STEP 10 - Assemble the front awning
poles. Use the short series of poles in
the order shown above.

STEP 11 - The awning will not stand up
by itself until it is guy roped. First make
a small loop and tie a knot.

STEP 12 - At the other end of the guy
rope, insert the guy rope through the
hole in the clew and tie a knot. 
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STEP 16 - Adjust the tension in the guy
rope by hooking the clew to the guy
rope.

STEP 17 - Repeat steps 11 through 16
for the other awning pole. This is what
your tent should look like.

STEP 18 - Before attaching tent to SUV,
loosen and spread out attached web
straps.

STEP 19 - Slowly back up SUV with
rear door open as close to the tent as
possible. Wrap tent fabric around SUV
body as shown above. This step is
easier with two people.

STEP 20 - Wrap tent fabric around
bumper to secure.

STEP 21 - Locate the web straps with
buckels under the rear of the SUV



STEP 22 - Snap web strap buckels to-
gether and pull strap to tighten
around SUV. 

STEP 23 - Wrap tent fabric around
bumper to secure.

STEP 24 - If you are not attaching an
SUV, unzip the SUV attachment

STEP 25 - To remove SUV attachment,
unzip and remove from tent skin.

STEP 26 - Assemble the rear awning
poles. Use the short series of poles in
the order shown above.

STEP 27 - The awning will not stand up
by itself until it is guy roped. First make
a small loop and tie a knot.

STEP 28 - At the other end of the guy
rope, insert the guy rope through the
hole in the clew and tie a knot. 

STEP 29 - Insert the pin of the assem-
bled awning pole into the grommet as
shown.

STEP 30 - Wrap a section of guy rope
around the pin of the pole.

STEP 31 - Stake down the other end
with the loop.

STEP 32 - Adjust the tension in the guy
rope by hooking the clew to the guy
rope.

STEP 33 - Repeat steps 27 through 32
for the other awning pole. This is what
your tent should look like.

STEP 34 - To hang the utility net, locate
the loop tabs inside near the tent’s
roof.

STEP 35 - Hook into all 4 loops.
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